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KLEARCOATS
UC21 | UNIVERSAL ACRYLIC URETHANE KLEAR
UC21 is a Hi-Solids, user friendly, coast-to-coast compliant clear with a simple 2 to 1 mixing ratio. This clear features exceptional flowout, gloss retention and great buff ability.

UC21 UNIVERSAL ACRYLIC URETHANE KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 0.49 Lb/Gal (59 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 2:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Gallon
- **POT LIFE**: 1-3 hours at 70°F (21°C)
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **UV PROTECTION**: Maximum UV Protection

CATALYSTS
- UA22 FAST / UA23 MEDIUM / UA24 SLOW

USCO1 | URETHANE SHOW KLEAR
USC01 is a high flow clear with extreme clarity designed for a longer dry time between coats to increase high gloss, durability and longevity that’s perfect for any show car.

USC01 URETHANE SHOW KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 0.49 Lb/Gal (59 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 3:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Quart / Gallon
- **POT LIFE**: 3 Hours at 70°F
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **UV PROTECTION**: Maximum UV Protection

CATALYSTS
- RU REDUCERS RU310 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313
- **CATALYST** KU152 - Catalyst

USC35 | KOSMIC ACRYLIC URETHANE KLEAR
Kosmic Acrylic Urethane Klear (UC35) is a national rule, medium solids clear that dries fast and hard while offering excellent gloss.

USC35 KOSMIC ACRYLIC URETHANE KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 0.49 Lb/Gal (59 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 2:1:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Quart / Gallon
- **POT LIFE**: 2 Hours at 75°F
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **UV PROTECTION**: Maximum UV Protection

CATALYSTS
- RU REDUCERS RU310 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313
- **CATALYST** KU150 / KU151

UC35 | KOSMIC URETHANE FLO-KLEAR
Kosmic Urethane Flo-Klear (UC35) is a national rule, easy-to-spray clear with good abrasion resistance and fantastic clarity.

UCF35 KOSMIC URETHANE FLO-KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 2.12 Lb/Gal (255 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 2:1:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Quart / Gallon
- **POT LIFE**: 3 Hours at 70°F
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **UV PROTECTION**: Maximum UV Protection

CATALYSTS
- RU REDUCERS RU310 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313
- **CATALYST** KU150 / KU151

UC35 | KOSMIC ACRYLIC URETHANE KLEAR
Kosmic Acrylic Urethane Klear (UC35) is a national rule, medium solids clear that dries fast and hard while offering excellent gloss.

USC35 KOSMIC ACRYLIC URETHANE KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 0.49 Lb/Gal (59 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 2:1:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Quart / Gallon
- **POT LIFE**: 2 Hours at 75°F
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **UV PROTECTION**: Maximum UV Protection

CATALYSTS
- RU REDUCERS RU310 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313
- **CATALYST** KU150 / KU151

UC21 | URETHANE FLAT KLEAR
Urethane Flat Klear (FC21) is a flat finish clearcoat. It can be used over all solvent- and water-based basecoats. Sprays easily and dries quickly.

FC21 URETHANE FLAT KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 2.12 Lb/Gal (255 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 6:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Quart
- **POT LIFE**: 4–5 Hours at 70°F
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **CATALYST** KUF21 - Flat Klear Katalyst

CATALYSTS
- UA22 FAST / UA23 MEDIUM / UA24 SLOW

UCR01 | URETHANE ROCKET KLEAR
Urethane Rokket Klear (URC01) is ideal for those small pieces that need to look show-ready in a time crunch. URC01 doesn’t require any flash time between coats.

URC01 URETHANE ROCKET KLEAR
- **ACTUAL VOC DOES NOT EXCEED** 0.85 Lb/Gal (102 g/L)
- **MIX RATIO**: 4:1
- **SIZES AVAILABLE**: Quart
- **POT LIFE**: 1 Hour at 75°F
- **Note**: Shop conditions can vary pot life.
- **UV PROTECTION**: Maximum UV Protection

CATALYSTS
- RU REDUCERS RU310 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313
- **CATALYST** KU152 - Catalyst